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Preface

Among the numerous phenomena that were discovered within the first decade of the
laser, one of the most striking was the pioneering demonstration by Arthur Ashkin,
working at Bell Laboratories, that a laser beam could controllably manipulate
microparticles. It was a proof of principle that paved the way for the technological
breakthrough that became known as optical tweezers, which opened up a whole
range of research applications; it also led to the development of atom cooling and
subsequent trapping techniques. In fact, the discovery proved to be a tipping point
for the identification of a remarkably extensive variety of phenomena in which laser
light can be utilised to manipulate micro- and nano-sized particles. The whole field
has grown and developed almost beyond recognition over the last fifty years, and it
now represents a cutting edge of modern optics.

Today, outside of the routine application of optical tweezers as a technique for cell
sorting procedures in medical laboratories, there is an increasing trend towards using
light to locate, manoeuvre, rotate and assemble a wide range of nanoparticles,
microparticles and even large molecules. Meanwhile, at the research end of the
spectrum, the availability of a much wider range of laser power and beam structures
now facilitates a variety of other methods for handling individual atoms and small
molecules. The non-contact nature of optical manipulation offers huge advantages
for the investigation and fabrication of matter at nanoscale dimensions, and it enables
many techniques that would be simply impossible using any other methodology.

This book provides a broad introductory survey of this remarkable field, aiming
to establish and clearly differentiate its physical principles, and also to provide a
snapshot portrait of many of the most prominent current applications. Primary
emphasis is placed on developing an understanding of the fundamental photonic
origin behind the mechanism that operates in each type of effect. To this end, the
first few chapters introduce and develop core theory, focusing on the physical
significance and source of the most salient parameters, and revealing the detailed
interplay between the key material and optical properties. Where appropriate, both
classical and photonic (quantum mechanical) representations are discussed. The
number of equations is purposely kept to a minimum, and only a broad background
in optical physics is assumed.

With copious examples and illustrations, each of the subsequent chapters then
sets out to explain and exhibit the main features and uses of the various distinct types
of mechanism that can be involved in optical nanomanipulation, including some
of the very latest developments. To complete the scene, we also briefly discuss
applications to larger, biological particles. Overall, this book aims to deliver to the
non-specialist an amenable introduction to the technically more advanced literature
on individual manipulation methods. Full references to the original research papers
are given throughout, and an up-to-date bibliography is provided for each chapter,
which directs the reader to other selected, more specialised sources. We freely
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acknowledge that the studies we describe represent only a fraction of the field as a
whole; the subject has quickly outgrown the scale that any review could conceivably
capture in its entirety. The responsibility for any errors is, of course, our own.

David L Andrews
David S Bradshaw

Norwich, October 2016
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List of symbols

〈〉T time average
〈〉R rotational average
A classical electromagnetic vector potential
Â electromagnetic vector potential operator
a particle diameter
â photon annihilation operator
â† photon creation operator
B magnetic field vector
B̂ magnetic field operator
b magnetic polarisation unit vector
c speed of light
cd drag coefficient
d particle diffusion distance
E electric field vector
Ê electric field operator
E0 energy of initial particle state
EI energy of initial system state
Er energy of virtual particle state
e electric polarisation unit vector
∣F〉 final system state
fl,p normalised radial function
g acceleration due to gravity
Hrad classical radiation Hamiltonian
Ĥ Hamiltonian operator of total system
Ĥ0 Hamiltonian operator of unperturbed system
Ĥint interaction Hamiltonian operator
Ĥmat matter Hamiltonian operator
Ĥrad radiation Hamiltonian operator
h Planck constant
ħ reduced Planck constant
∣I〉 initial system state
I irradiance (intensity) of light beam
Iω irradiance per unit frequency
Jrad classical total angular momentum of radiation
Ĵrad total angular momentum operator of radiation
k wave-vector
k magnitude of the wave-vector
kB Boltzmann constant
kx force constant for trap stiffness
LAbra orbital angular momentum of light through a medium (Abraham)
LMink orbital angular momentum of light through a medium (Minkowski)
Lrad classical orbital angular momentum of radiation
L̂rad orbital angular momentum operator of radiation
L left handed (circularly polarised light)
l topological charge of vortex beam
ℓ Fourier component index
MFI matrix element
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m particle mass
N̂ number operator
N’ probability density for trapped particle position
na atom number density
nω refractive index
nϕ number of absorbed photons
Prad classical linear momentum of radiation
P̂rad linear momentum operator of radiation
P radiation pressure
p radial index
pa mean atomic momentum
R reflectivity of the substance
R right handed (circularly polarised light)
∣R〉 intermediate system state
r position vector
r off-axis radial distance
∣r〉 virtual state of particle
rb radius of beam ring
Srad classical spin angular momentum of radiation
Ŝrad spin angular momentum operator of radiation
s inter-particle displacement
s separation distance between particles
∣s〉 excited state of two-level particle
T absolute temperature
Tc critical temperature
Tmin minimum temperature
T̂0 resolvent operator
t time
tr( ) trace of a matrix
uk unit vector of k
ukz unit vector of kz
∣u〉 particle excited state
V arbitrary volume
v velocity
W beam power
w0 focused beam waist
z axial position
α scalar polarisability
α′ volume polarisability
αℓ normal mode expansion variable
αij transition polarisability tensor
Γ process rate
γ natural linewidth
ΔE potential energy
∇ gradient operator (differential with respect to r)
δv recoil velocity
ε0 permittivity of free space
η viscosity of medium
η polarisation state
λ wavelength of trapping light
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μ̂ electric dipole moment operator
μ0u transition dipole moment (between ground and excited state)
ρ density of particle
ρ0 density of medium
ρF density of states
σx variance of a Gaussian distribution curve
τ optical torque vector
Φ electromagnetic scalar potential
ϕ azimuthal angle
Ωr half-width at half-maximum of a Lorentzian lineshape
ω angular optical frequency
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Optical Nanomanipulation
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Chapter 1

Nanomanipulation: why optical
methods are best

Non-contact forces
In everyday experience, movement in the world we perceive is most often a result of
contact forces. The slightest puff of breeze stirs the treetops only through direct
physical contact between the leaves and the moving substance of the air. Such is the
familiarity of the forces that we most commonly observe and deploy, that any
occurrences of objects being physically moved without material contact seem
intrinsically more exotic, and often rather enigmatic. Gravity, whose effects provide
the most obvious example of producing motion without contact, was long
considered a mystery; it succumbed to Newton’s analysis without yielding much
mechanistic insight, and it is indeed still frustratingly difficult to weave into a
satisfactory Grand Unified Theory. At least for the present, gravity also remains a
force beyond our capacity to control.

Over many centuries—at least since the first use of a lodestone—forces of
electrical and magnetic origin have held a particular fascination. They too manifest
a clearly non-contact nature, yet of a kind that is indeed amenable to control and
application. The eventual dawning of an understanding that light is itself electro-
magnetic in nature thus provided a logical basis for expecting it to have a capacity to
exert a mechanical force. Indeed, such an expectation is consistent with what we
have more recently discovered—that at the atomic level, even what we would
normally call ‘contact’ forces are also fundamentally electrodynamic in origin,
manifesting in bulk behaviour the effect of hidden interactions between the
elementary charges that comprise every piece of matter.

To discover demonstrable manifestations of light-induced forces nonetheless
proved much more difficult than for electric or magnetic effects. Maxwell and
Bartoli [1, 2], amongst others, showed how and why light should have a capacity to
convey and confer momentum, but the experimental confirmation awaited studies
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by Lebedev [3] and by Nichols and Hull [4] at the turn of the twentieth century.
These works confirmed the presence of such effects, but also verified that conven-
tional sources would produce radiation forces of so little magnitude as to be scarcely
amenable to measurement—let alone of meaningful practical use—and often
completely masked by thermal forces. Indeed, it was only with the arrival of intense
light sources in the form of lasers, in the early 1960s, that the determination and
exercising of control over optical force first became a practicable proposition.

The rapid pace of development of laser systems quickly provided experimental
access to previously unattainable levels of intensity, substantially as a result of the
high degree of angular confinement and controllable direction in their optical
emission. Exploiting this feature, Ashkin’s experimental studies first revealed the
remarkable possibilities that laser beams could controllably manipulate small,
neutral particles of matter [5]. In this inaugural work, he overcame any problems
with thermal forces by using relatively transparent particles (i.e. latex spheres)
suspended in a relatively transparent medium (water). These spheres were observed
to be simultaneously drawn to the beam axis, and accelerated in the direction of the
light: optical manipulation was demonstrated for the first time. In addition, a
narrow beam-width also proved significant in another sense; it provided for sharp
intensity gradients—and hence differential forces—across the beam. This force is the
basis for the renowned optical tweezer technique [6].

Issues of scale
The minimum physical width of an optical beam is generally prescribed by the Abbé
diffraction limit [7], which is of the order of a wavelength—and therefore usually
somewhere in the nanometre (sub-micron) regime for optical frequencies. (A variety
of means have indeed been found to overcome this limit in super-resolution
microscopy [8–11], notably the Nobel Prize winning technique of stimulated
emission depletion, STED, developed by Hell et al [12, 13]). Consequently, the
use of focused laser beams offers scope to exert controllable forces on micro- or
nanometre-scale particles, including biological cells. Non-contact forces are espe-
cially useful in the nano regime because, on this scale, physical contact with
manipulative equipment will often introduce problems due to adhesion, surface
friction, stiction and contamination etc.

As we consider particles of progressively smaller size, gravity—whose effect
essentially scales down with the cube of particle diameter—soon ceases to represent
a significant obstacle. To completely offset its effect, micron sized particles can
usually be stably suspended in a liquid—and this is indeed a common configuration
for optical manipulation experiments. Here, viscous drag is the only major
limitation to particle motion. (Intense light can in fact detach particles that are in
physical contact, but the intensities required are much higher. Laser ablation
operates on this principle [14]. However, such effects are not usually termed ‘optical
manipulation’ and they lie outside the scope of this book.)

There are other problems to confront as the dimensional scale is further reduced to
atomic and molecule-sized particles. Here, Brownian motion comes into play, serving
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as a reminder that at nanoscale levels all matter is in continual flux. Even at a
temperature approaching absolute zero there is a residual energy of motion, reflecting
the intrinsic quantum mechanical zero-point energy of all matter. The thermal energy
that registers temperature is associated with the random kinetic motions of atoms
and molecules in the air, and other gases at ambient temperatures. For this reason,
the optical manipulation of atoms and very small molecules is usually studied at the
extremely low temperatures of ultra-cold gases (rather than liquid or solid states, since
deposition or condensation would frustrate the sought particle mobility).

Due to the difficulties in scaling up ultra-cold techniques, or scaling down
microparticle trapping procedures, particles of intermediate scale (including quan-
tum dots, nanowires and nanotubes) are optically manipulated using different
approaches. So, as we shall see, both the methodologies and types of optical force
used for nanomanipulation exist in numerous different forms. The size range of
particles that can be optically trapped is shown in figure 1.1.
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